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Gowganda Silver Area
THE OccuRRENCE OF ns VmNs AND ORE-SHooTS; WITH SoME
NoTEs oN MILLING AT THE CAsTLE-TRETHEWEY MINES
BY ANGUS D . CAMPBELL*
(Annual General Meeting, Toronto, Ont., March, 1930)

INTRODUCTION

G

OWGANDA forms part of the general Cobalt area . Its rocks
and ores are very similar to those of the other parts of the area.
While its total production of silver is only 4 per cent of that of the
famous Cobalt silver camp, its 1928 shipments contained 42,U per
cent as much silver as those of Cobalt for that year.
During twenty years of production, 15,000,000 ounces of silver
have been shipped from Gowganda. Of this, over 8,000,000 ounces
have been shipped in the past five years . The area has thus !llade for
severa! years a substantial contribution to the wealth of Ontario.
Its future depends to a great extent on the priee of silver, which is
now, unfortunately, at a record low priee.

This paper is a discussion of how the Gowganda ore-shoots
occur, together with some notes on the milling of the ores at the
Castle-Trethewey Mines. The first part is written in the hope of
stimulating further study of the silver occurrences, which may
lead to further discoveries. The second part, besicles being a matter
of record, may be of some use to operators of small mills.
The drawings in the severa! Figures illustrating the text are
by W. D. Stroud, mine superintendent of the Castle-Trethewey
Mines, the benefit of whose opinions I have had in compiling these
notes.
*Manager, Castle-Trethewey Mines, Limited.
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1.-Map showin~ the location of Gow~anda in relation to
the other minin~ areas of northeastern Ontario, namely, Sudbury,,
Porcupine, Kirkland Lake, Cobalt, and South Lorrain.
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LocATION

The Gowganda silver area, located about 55 miles northwestward
from Cobalt, is in the Temagami Forest Reserve in the southwestern
part of the District of Timiskaming, Ontario . Its railway station is
Elk Lake, from which there is a good 27-mile motor road to the
mines . Motors and trucks in summer, and tractor-drawn sleighs in
winter, give a year-round daily mail, passenger, and freight service
from the railway (see Figure 1).
Silver prod~ction began at Gowganda in 1909 •and has continued steadily since . Shipments for the past three years have been
the largest in Gowganda's history, with a total for the past five
years greater than that of the previous fifteen years .

PRODUCTION

Most of the production has come from properties lying along
the north west side of the Miller Lake basin. From 1910 to 1912, the
Millerette mine, with its ten-stamp mill, was the chief producer.
From 1912 to 1920, the Miller Lake-O'Brien mine, which started
production in 1909, and which has included the Millerette mine
since 1913 and the Bonsall mine since 1920, was practically the
camp's only producer. In 1920, the Castle-Trethewey mine start_s:d
production, and its total output of 5;4 million ounces from 1922 to
the end of 1929 has been the largest from the district for the sevenyear period . The Tonopah Mines produced from 1925 to 1927, shipping high-grade ore and mill concentrate. The Miller Lake-O'Brien
re-co'mmenced production in 1926, showing, in the Department of
Mines' Report for that year, a production of 103,000 ounces of silver
from 2,133 tons of ore milled. It has made an increasingly larger
production each year since, being the largest shipper in the district
in ·1928. At the end of 1929, the producing mines-Miller LakeO'Brien and Castle-Trethewey-and the developing property-the
Morrison-were active in the district. The latter was developing
sorne ore on its new low leve! and gives promise of becoming a pro-

ducer in 1930.
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The following is a table of the yearly shipments of silver, in
ounces, from Gowganda, as reported by the Ontario Department of
Mines:
SHIPMBNTS OF SILVBR l'ROM MINBS IN GowGANDA DISTRICT
1910 . . ........ . ..... 471,688 ounces
1911 . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. 468,687
1912 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 549,976
1913 ... . . . .. . .. . . . .. 502,370
1914 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 399 ,300
1915 .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . 242,229
1916 ........... . . . .. 383,393
1917 . ............... 1,064,635
1918 .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . 638,198
1919 .. . .... . ..... . .. 723,764

1920.... .. .. . . . . . . . . .
1921. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
1922 . . . . • . . . . .. .. . . .
1923 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1924 .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . .
1925 ....... . . .'......
1926 .... .. ..........
1927 .... .. ..........
1928 .... . ...........
1929 ... . ... . . . .•....

433,352 ounces
258,292
170,651
160,7~1

598,057
1,355,156
1,236,640
1,741,614
1,677,429
1,800,000*

ToTAL ....................... . ... . ... . 14,876,192 ounces
*Our estimate.

Shipments by individual mines have been as follows :

.

MINB

To end
of
1925*
ounces

Miller Lake-O ' Brien 5,759,164
Cast!e-Trethewey .. . 1,775,929
Tonopah ..........
45,297
Other mines . . .....
840,119

Our
1926

1927

es ti mace,

1928

1929

Total
to end of
1929

ounces

ounces

ounces

OU11CtS

ounc~s

--

--

--

--

--

979,890
185,986

932,806
220,592

875,000

--

--

5,464,593
451,875
844,119

800,968

---

--

4,000

Total, Gowgaoda .. 8,420,509 1,236,640 1,741,614 1,677,429 1,800,000 14,876,192
*"Gowganda Silver Area"; Ontario Department of Mines , Annual Report, 1926,
pp. 4 and 5.

The shipments of 844,119 ounces attributed to 'other mines' are
distributed as follows:
Other Miller Lake Basin mines .. . . . . .. , . . . . . 625,329 ounces
Mano Ridge Mines, west of Gowganda lake .. 211,273

Sundry . . ·. . ......... . . . ....•... . ...........

7,517
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GEOLOGY

While the geology of the Gowganda district is very similar to
that of Cobalt and South Lorrain, the geologicallocation of the orebodies differs in each of these districts. The Nipissing diabase sill,
in which practically ali of tbe Gowganda silver ore-bodies occur,
is probably: part of one large diabase sill of immense lateral proportions, extending through the Cobalt, South Lorrain, Temagami,
Elk Lake, Gowganda, and other areas. It is of practically the same
composition as the norite of the Sudbury sill, with which the nickel
and copper ores are associated . AU of the native-silver ores of
northern Ontario are associated with the Nipissing diabase, the
silver-bearing veins being either in the diabase or in rocks close to it.
The silver shipments from these veins to the end of 1928 have been:
Cobalt ................ . ................ 354,822,000 ounces
South Lorrain ..... . ... . . ..... .. . .. . . ... . 19,526,494
Gowganda. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,076,192
Othcrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,848,246
Total. .... . ....................... 390,272,932

The greatest ·shipments from these camps have been made in the
following fi.ve-year periods: Cobalt, 1909 to 1913; South Lorrain,
1923 to 1927; Gowganda, 1925 to 1929. Gowganda's shipments in
1928 were 42,% per cent of those of Cobalt, and 48 per cent greater
than those of South Lorrain.
The Miller Lake basin, an ideal cross-section of which is shown
in Figure 2, is the main geological feature of the Gowganda producing area. Most of the silver has been found on the west and northwest side of the basin. Very complete geological reports(!) on the
area have been published. Reports on the Cobalt area (2) are also
applicable to Gowganda.
As 96 percent of the Gowganda silver has been mined from the
Nipissing diabase, it is mainly in this rock that exploration is
(1) The Gcology of Gowganda, by W. H. Collins; De pt. of Mines, Mcmoir No
33, 1911 .
.Gowganda Silvcr Arca, by A. G. Burrows (Fourth Edition); Ont. Dcpt. of Mines,
1926.
(2) Cobalt and Adjacent Arcas, by Willer G. Miller; Ont. Dcpt. of Mines, 1913. ·
Cobalt and South Lorrain Silvcr Arcas, by Cyril W. Knight; Ont. Dcpt. of
Mines, 1922.

•
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carried on. Sorne silver has been found in the rocks above and close
to the diabase, as for example in a 500,000-ounce ore-shoot in the
sediments of the Cobalt series at the Millerette mine, Claim R.S.C.95.
This ore-shoot did not extend into the underlying Keewatin. A
small ore-shoot was also found in the Keewatin, immediately above
the diabase, at the Castle-Trethewey mine.
The older rocks of the Miller Lake basin are eut by diabase dykes,
sorne older and sorne younger than the Nipissing diabase sill. These
have been mapped by A. G . Burrows. Sorne geologists have not
distinguished these from the sill diabase, and have describecJ them as

Figure 2.- Ideal cr9ss-section of the Miller Lake Basin.

irregular projections from the main underlying diabase mass, which
could not then be regarded as a sill of fairly predictable contacts .
Such a theory has not aided mining work based on it.
The older diabase dykes, like certain parts of the Keewatin, may
contain sorne silver in favourable areas. The later dykes, so far as
known, contain no silver, being in all probability younger than the
ore deposition. The chilled contact of these later dykes with the
Nipissing sill diabase may easily be mistaken for Keewatin.
THE NIPISSING DIABASE SILL

Underground and surface work done at the Castle-Trethewey
mine since 1925 has furnished new data as to the thickness and character of the sill. In addition to further points on the upper contact
having been established by underground work from shaft No. 3 and
by diamond drilling on Claim R .S.C.351, two new underground
points on the lower contact have been located, one by a 775-foot
leve! cross-eut and another by a drill hole below the 850-foot leve!.
Using this additional data, the vertical section of Figure 3 has been
plotted, showing the sill through Castle-Trethewey No. 3 and
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Figure 4.-Claim-plan of producing a}ea, Gowganda, showing locations of some
points established on upper:apd lower contacts of diabase sill.
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Capitol shafts. The upper and lower contacts established in the
vicinity of this section are shown in the Claim plan, Figure 4.
The sill at Claim R.S.C.101 has a vertical thickness of 1,100 feet,
or of a little over 900 feet normal to the contacts. At the Miller
Lake-O'Brien Claim 91, its vertical thickness has been estimated at
1,290 feet(1). At Cobalt, the sill has a thickness of 1,000 feet in the
O'Brien-Colonial-King Edward area and also, three miles away, in
the Beaver-Timiskaming area.
Sorne of the diabase dykes in the Miller Lake basin are older,
and sorne are younger, than the Nipissing diabase sill. They have
sometimes been mistaken for projections from the sill. There are,
however, few if any such real projections. Judging from underground work and diamond drilling, sill contacts, while having
minor roUs, are on the whole remarkably regular, being usually
broadly curving planes.
FAULTING AND VEINS

The intrusion of the sill into the older rocks was accomplished
with apparently little structural disturbance in, or chemical change
to, the intruded rocks . The cooling of the sill diabase and its consequent contraction, opposed to the compression strains in the enclosing rocks due to their receiving the heat, set up a variety of
strains in the diabase itself. These were expressed by columnar
jointing- often curved-fault planes, slips, and long jojnting cracks
which later developed into veins. The columnar curved joint planes,
long joint planes, and veins, clip approximately at right angles to
the contact. The Castle-Trethewey veins roughly parallel the
contact and have a very constant dip of 75° to the northwest.
The dipping fault planes appear to have had an important influence on the ore deposition. This appears to be due to their barrier
effect, and also to the fracturing and jointing near them. At Cobalt,
this faulting-area appears in various horizons, as at the base of the
conglomerates near their contact with the Keewatin, west of the
T. & N. O. railway; 'at the lower contact of the diabase, as in the
O'Brien-Violet-Colonial area; in the diabase severa! hundred feet
above the Keewatin contact, as at Kerr Lake No. 3 shaft; and in the
Keewatin overlying the diabase, as at the Timiskaming.
(1) Page 20, Gowganda Silver Arc:a, by A.G. Burrows, 1926.
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At Gowganda, this faulting occurs usually in the upper part of
the diabase sill and roughly parallel to it. At the Miller LakeO'Brien mine, one so-called 'ore fault' (see page 31 of report by
Burrows,' referred to above) strikes into the contact, the ore at that
point being close to the upper contact. At the Castle-Trethewey,
there is similar faulting at about 350 feet below the contact and
roughly parallel to it; very little ore there extended to the upper
contact.
This faulting is very extensive, crossing Claims 100 and 101.
lts location is shown on Figure 3. The position of several of the
Castle-Trethewey shoots with respect to this fault and the contacts
is shown in the vertical sections of Figures S, 6, and 7, which were
prepared by W. D. Stroud, mining engineer of the Castle-Trethewey
Mines, and myself. The outlines of the ore-shoots do not represent
stope boundaries, but are of the major ore-shoots as determined by
stoping and sampling.
It will be seen that sorne ore extends to the middle of the sill
but that, generally speaking, the main fault cuts through the centre
of gravity of the ore.

VEIN MrNERALS AND ORE-SHOOTs
The minerais of the silver-bearing veins of northern Ontario have
been very thoroughly described in reports of the Ontario Department of Mines and in special papers. The general character and the
special peculiarities of those occurring in the Gowganda deposits
have been described byE. W. Todd(1).
In general, the numerous _veins have a calcite gangue filling. A
vein will vary in its width from a fraction of an inch to severa]
inches or, in exceptional cases, to three or four feet. Here and there
the calcite veins con tain ore-shoots of irregular shape, usually short
and seldom more than 200 feet in vertical extent. One dimension of
an ore-shoot is no indication of its other dimensions. The oreshoots are themselves irregular in content, being made up of minor
ore-shoots in which the native silver is sometimes alone with the
calcite but more often associated with cobalt ore, which may fill
(1) Gowganda Vein Minerais, byE. W. Todd; Ont. Dept. of Mines, .Ann. Rept.,
1926, pp. 62-78.
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the whole vein. At !east 99 per cent of the silver is in the native
form, whereas in the Cobalt area it is estimated that about 97 per
cent is in that form. A little silver is present as argentite and rubysilver, and in sorne decomposed parts of the vein, particularly near
the surface, as a black mud, probably silver sulphide. The cobalt
ore, sometimes referred to as 'smaltite', is a grey mixture of arsenides
and sulpharsenides of iron, cobalt, and nickel. While the highgrade ore is usually narrow, sorne sections over two feet in width
and assaying 10,000 ounces of silver to the ton have been mined.
This is a bonanza width. A vein averaging two inches in width
and assaying 3,000 ounces to the ton is a very high grade vein.
This is equivalent to a five-foot stoping width of rock assaying lOO
ounces to the ton or, with silver at 50 cents per ounce, $50.00 to the
ton. To produce mill rock assaying 25 ounces to the ton, a stope six
feet wide would require a 3,000-ounce vein averaging only a little
over half an inch in width.
The highest values are often found where two veins join and
continue along for sorne distance as one vein in which the characteristics of the two veins can be distinguished, or as two veins
closely paralleling and sometimes joining each other. Both veins
may be very high-grade under such circumstances, and, as they cau be
mined in one stope, they make very rich parts of the mines. Curiously enough, sorne good-sized calcite veins, which seem to have no
ore in them, have ore where they thus closely parallel, or actually
join and continue with, another vein which has other ore-shoots.
It would seem that such otherwise barren veins there enter a zone of
vertical jointing favourable to silver deposition.
The silver is found in a bewildering variety of forms, varying
from flakes of leaf silver to irregular slabs an inch or so thick, or
mixed in cobalt ore assaying from a few ounces to 10,000 ounces of
silver to the ton. Many Castle-Trethewey veins have silver in the
form of small silver veinlets running parallel with the calcite
gangue. Such a vein presents only a knife-edge of silver in apparently
barren calcite.
Despite the irregularity and variety of forms, the bulk of the
silver seems to be mixed very intimately with the cobalt and other
arsenide minerais in a fair! y constant proportion. This is shown by
results of gravity concentration of these ores. Thus, the cars of
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weil cleaned jig and sand concentra te from the Castle-Trethewey
mine main tain ·a very steady average of
Si! ver. ...... . ... . . . .. . . . .. . 11 .6 per cene, or 3,400 o unces to the ton
Cobalt. . . . . .. . ........... . . 7.19 per cene.
Nickel . .. . ............ . . . .. 2.33 per cene

This confirms the underground observation, which is guided by
sampling, that a part from sorne few deposits of cobalt ore which are
p~;actically barren of silver, the ore, when found, is high-grade; and
that the grade of the vein and mill-rock depends on the proportion
of high-grade present in the vein, the values in the wall rock being
small.
The erratic distribution of the high-grade in the minor oreshoots, which sometimes are close enough together to form major
ore-shoots, a:nd of the ore-shoots in the extensive calcite vein areas,
presents a problem in exploration, ore estimation, and mining ex~
traction which seems to evade rules and defy reason. The cutting
into high-grade ore, where a few inches away there had been only
barren calcite, and the equally frequent blasting out of the highgrade ore to leave only barren calcite, are the things that alternately raise the Gowganda miner from despair to high heaven and
again plunge him from that high estate to the depths . Happily,
the law of averages cornes to his aid, and when a number of veins
have been developç:d there are usually sorne working places showing
silver. It has happened at the Castle-Trethewey mine on a certain
day that not one sample, from seven newly shot development faces
and as many new stoping faces, assayed high enough to give even
$1.00 ore over a stoping width, and that on the next day, severa!
faces would show high-grade ore.
CoNCLUSIONS ·

Summing up, the following conclusions are reached regarding
ore occurrences in the Gowganda mining are a:
The silver ore-shoots are in comparative! y small areas of extensive
calcite veins. The high-grade nature of the ore has made profitable
mining possible.
Most of the silver has been found in diabase rock under Keewatin.
A comparatively small area of this diabase is as yet explored.
Sorne silver has been found in Huronian and Keewatin rocks
above the diabase sill. More may be found .

•
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Surface showings of ore are few. Silver sidewalks are nonexistent. Surface cracks in the diabase in favourable horizons may
repay work, as the decomposition of veins at the surface leaves little
trace there of the ir presence below.
Calcite veins in the diabase are numerous. Sorne extend through
the sill. Most of the veins do not seem to contain any silver. Sorne
calcite veins have been formed since the silver deposition, sorne parts
of them being no doubt still forming.
There is insufficient silver in the ore-shoots to pay for thoroughly
exploring ail veins. Exploration must be a compromise of exploration in the favourable places.
Certain small grey calcite veins are more likely to contain silver
than are the large white calcite veins.
The horizons on these veins most likely to contain silver are the
horizons of dipping faults at varying distances from, but below and
roughly parallel to, the upper contact of the diabase and the overlying Keewatin. The location of the ore-shoots along the faulting
depends on the intensity of the vertical jointing. Curving vertical
jointing is thus favourable.
Sorne or all conditions for ore occurrence may exist in any part
of the 1,100-foot-thick diabase sill or in its enclosing rocks close to
it. Only certain combinations of these conditions, and of sorne other
as yet undefinable condition or conditions, produce ore; but even
with ail the known favourable conditions present, there may be no
ore.
To explore as many combinations of favourable conditions as
possible it is necessary to have underground exploration organized,
so that a great deal of exploration may be done at a minimum of
expense.
Mining and milling of ore located must be done at low cost, as
the ore, while high-grade, and thus likely to lead to extravagant
handling, is not usuaily in large ore-shoots and will not stand high
costs. ·
With abundant electrical power available, modern rock-drill
equipment for the extremely hard rock, low-cost milling methods
worked out, and good roads to the properties, Gowganda has now
the best mining conditions in its history.
The future of the district depends to a great extent on the priee
of silver. The ore has been found by the expending of large sums of
money on exploration and there is still much virgin terri tory to ex-
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plore, but with silver below fifty cents per ounce it becomes doubtful
if this exploration is advisable.
MILLING SILVER ÜRES AT THE CASTLE-TRETHEWEY MINES

RocK:
The Castle-Trethewey mill rock is diabase with irregular narrow
vein material through it. The veins and veinlets whose contents
have been described in these notes have, as their valuable constituents, silver and cobalt, of which silver is of course of chief
importance. The silver and the grey arsenides of cobalt, iron, and
nickel have a high specifie gravity and are readily recoverable by
gravity concentration. This must, however, be done with constant
care as, the material being high-grade and the silver soft and often
flaky, high tailing !osses can occur. The diabase run-of-mine rock
is blocky, and so very hard as often to carry more trouble than silver
to the crushers. lt is, however, dean and free from iron pyrite, so
that a high-grade concentrate can be made.
THE MILL

THE MILL:

The mill at this mine was built in the spring of 1922 to treat 60
to 75 tons per day. This tonnage was gradually increased, and with
a new finishing crusher, a few new tables, and improved handling
of the ball-mills, the mill now treats an average of 125 tons per day
•
at low cost. Since it started, the mill has been successfully operated
with high extraction and low costs by Mr. George F. Barkhouse,
mill superintendent.
The graphie flow-sheet of the mill, Figure 8, shows the milling
methods. The use of jigs, which here serve a useful purpose at low
cost, is an important part of the process. The Hardinge ball-mills
used for fine-crushing and grinding in place of stamps-which are
used in the silver mills continuing to operate at Cobalt-have proved
very successful on this ore. Sorne factors that have contributed to
the ir success are:
1. The finishing crushing is carried out in a gyratory crusher
specially fitted for this ore with steel shaft and base, and manganesesteel wearing parts.

2. Manganes,e-steel bali-mill liners and 5-in steel halls of similar
material are employed.
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Figure 8.

3. The improved technique that has been acquired in handling
these small ball-mills, whereby maintenance and repairs, being given
constant and systematic attention, are kept at a minimum, and a
maximum of tonnage is obtained through the maintenance of proper
speed and flow through the mills.
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SizES OF MILL-RocK:
The crushing and grinding done in the mill is shown by the
following tables of sizing analyses:
TABLB I
SIZBS SEPARATED BY THE TROMMEL ScRBENS AFTER THE FINISHING CRuSHINO

Trommel size

Per cene of the mill
rock

Tons per day

Minus 1}{-in . plus l-in .. . . . ...
Minus l-in. plus 5/8-in .... . ....
Minus 5/8-in. plus }{-in . .. . ....
Minus }{-in. plus 6 mesh ...... .
Minus 6 mesh . .. ... ..........•

22

ToTAL .... ..• •. .. .. .. ...

125

17 . 6
45.6
12 .0
10 . 4
14 .4

57
15
13
18

100.0
-

---

---

-

T.ABLB II
SIZING ANALYSIS
Screen size

OP

MILL T.AILINGS*
Screen size

%on screen

Plus 20 ...... .. .. .. .... .. .
Minus 20 plus 28 ..........
Minus 28 plus 35 . . ... .....
Minus 35 plus 48 .. . .... ...
Minus 48 plus 65 ..........

1.38
2 . 77
6 . 78
11.47
19 . 06

Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus

65 plus 100 .......
lOO plus 150 ...... .
150 plus 200 .......
200. : .. . ... . ... . ..

% on screen

11.40
8 . 77
12.77
25 . 60

*Tailing sizing analysis by R. D. H. Wigmore, assayer .

RECOVERY :

Three stages of recovery are in operation: jigging, sand table
concentration, and slime table concentration. These are responsible
for 44 percent, 53 percent, and 3 percent, respectively, of the total
mill recovery.
The grade of concentrate made averages:
Jig concentra te. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,100 ounces to the ton.
Sand concentrate . .....• . .... . ...... . .. 2,900
Slime concentrate.. .... . .. . ..... . ......
525
ToTAL... .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2,948
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The total ratio of concentration is 130 to 1.
All concentrate is shipped to the Deloro smelter, the jig and sand
concentrate being sampled en route, at th~ Ontario Government sampling works at Cobalt. Payment is received for the silver and cobalt
contents. The combined jig and sand concentrate contains an average of7.2 percent cobalt and 2.3 percent nickel. .
During 1929 the mill made a recovery of 92.8 percent of the sil ver
in the mill heads, the automatically sampled general mill tailings assaying 1.41 ounces of silver to the ton.
SAMPLING:

Process and production samples are taken daily. The amount of
the daily mill product:.ion, in ounces of silver, is available quickly
after it is made, for checking mine estima tes of production.
LABOUR

AND

PowER:

The mill has a direct lay-out and requires few men to operate it.
The mill operating crew consists of 10 men as follows:
Superin tendent
Mill-repair man
One crusher and jig man-t wo shifts
One bali-mill man- three shifts
One t able and drier man- three shifcs

Since power is paid for monthly on a peak-demand basis as
determined by a Lincoln meter, every effort is made to secure a good
load factor. The crushing, jigging, and concentrate drying departments are only operated when one of the mine compressors is idle
between mine shifts. The cost of the power for the operation of
these departments is thus divided between mine and mill.
The mine shopmen and general services are available to the mill
at their proportionate costs.
CosTs :
The following analysis of 1929 results shows a mill cost of
$1.04_%" per ton . Considering the very moderate tonnage milled,
the hard mill-rock, and the distance from the railway, these costs
are low.
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CASTLB-TIUITHBWEY MINES, LIMITBD,

1929

MzLLING CosTs oP 45,093 ToNS

Labour

Supplies

Power

Total
costs

Costs•per
ton milled

Crushing .. . ... . ... . .. . . . $2,111.38 $2,072 .10 $1,487 . 88 $5,671.36
Jigging . .. . . .. . .... .. . . .. l,6ï4. 37
922.47 1,172.47 3,769 . 31
Ball milling .. .. .. . ... . . . 5,414. 36 5,582 .66 4,504 .17 15,501.19
Tabling .. .......... . .... 5,176 . 75
565 .32 2,203 .15 7,945.22
Drying and bagging* ... . .
2.95
156 .43
749 . 97
909.35
Water supply .. . . .. .... . .
636 .72 1,046.44
355 . 83
53 . 89
Heating ........... . . . . : .
466.46 1,197. 68
1,664 .14
Tailing disposai. . ... . . ...
114 . 25
3. 52
60 .73
50 .00
Repairs & maintenance .... 4,537 . 30
-- 5,013 .23
475.93
Supervision & assaying .. . 4,953 .60
127.72 5,540 . 70
459 . 38

$0 .126
0.083
0. 343
0.176
. 0 .020
0 .023
0.037
0.003
0 .111
0 .123

Total costs .......... 2,4696 .52 1,1546. 59 1,0932 .08 47,175.19

1.045

Costs per ton ........

0.548

0 .256

0.242

1.045

.

*Tabling labour looks after drying and bagging.

Conveying the ore from the mine shaft to the mill-bin costs
cents per ton. Shipping the mill concentrate by truck to Elk
Lake and by train to Deloro, and the smelting and refining charge
there, costs an average of 66 cents per ton of ore milled.

BU

CoNCLUSION:

The low-cost operation of the mill and the high extraction of
silver obtained have aided the underground operations by turning
into a revenue the low-grade material which must be broken in
getting at high-grade ore, and altogether have helped greatly in
making possible the profitable operation of the Castle-Trethewey
Mines.
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